CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

This study was concerned on the thematic progression in business news of The Jakarta Post. It was aimed at describing the patterns of thematic progression and the way of cohesive elements used in business news and the reasons of using thematic progression in business news of The Jakarta Post. After all the data have been analyzed, the conclusion can be stated as the following.

1. There are only three of four patterns of thematic progression that found in business news of The Jakarta Post, they are constant theme pattern, linear theme pattern, and split rheme pattern.

2. There are only three context (genre) that found in business news of The Jakarta Post. They were narrative, expository, and argumentative.

3. The used of thematic progression depend on what kinds of pattern that used, if the writer used constant theme pattern usually the writer want to make in narrative form, while the pattern is linear theme pattern, the writer want to make in argumentative form, and if the writer used split rheme or theme, so the writer want to make in expository form or genre.
5.2 SUGGESTIONS

The suggestions are as the following:

1. It is suggested for the other researchers to study about language structure in business news, social, etc to analyze the clauses used by the speaker or writer.

2. It is suggested for other researcher who want to elaborate the study about thematic progression to do the research in other fields, such as politics, or even in teaching learning process.

3. It is suggested for the students who want to study about the theory of thematic progression (patterns of thematic progression, and in what context the thematic progression used) in social interaction or to apply in other field also.